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The conceptual structures built with Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) and its extensions are 
appropriate constructs for supporting Exploratory Search (ES). FCA indeed classifies a set of 
objects described by Boolean attributes in a concept lattice which is prone to (intra-lattice) 
navigation. Relational Concept Analysis (RCA), for its part, classifies several sets of objects 
connected through multiple binary relationships by using logical operators (quantifiers) which 
can be approximate. The output is a set of interconnected concept lattices, thus adding inter-

lattice navigation opportunities. In this paper, we describe the web platform RCAviz, which aims 
to support such intra- and inter-lattice navigation. The user can select a subset of objects and 
attributes as a starting point for navigation. Then RCAviz shows the associated concept and 
its close intra- and inter-lattice neighbors. The user can access to the objects and attributes 
introduced and inherited in a concept. They then can navigate, i.e. zoom and pan the current 
view, and move from one concept to another. Additional views show the previous and the next 
conceptual structures, as well as an history which allows the user to browse its navigation. 
A navigation example is shown on a real dataset to illustrate the potential of RCAviz for ES.

1. Introduction

Discovering useful knowledge from data requires more than a simple lookup. To this end, Exploratory Search (ES) combines the 
problem context and a search process to solve complex problems and enhance mental capacities [1]. As each of the four phases 
of the search process, i.e. problem identification, definition, resolution, and statement, includes uncertainty, the user is faced to an 
unpredictable non-linear ES path [2]. To reduce uncertainty in some of the phases, various ES approaches were developed in relation 
to the problem context (e.g. [3]). Eleven characteristics describing an ES approach were identified by [4], i.e. an evolving search 
process, several one-off pinpoint searches, an evolving information need, multiple targets/goals of search, multiple possible answers, 
not an expected exact answer, a serendipitous attitude, an open-ended search activity which can occur over time, an anomalous 
state of knowledge and an ill-structured context of search or goals, multifaceted, and a fluctuating uncertainty. This diversity of 
characteristics highlights the complexity to tackle ES.
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The literature presents diverse exploration methods. One of them consists in formulating the problem as a query and apply it 
to dataset. Some improvements of this method consisted in enabling query refinement [5], the combination of queries [6], query 
suggestion based on search results [7]. To address knowledge graph exploration, three approaches were identified by [8], i.e. node 
search [9], structure search [10], and query building and suggestions. For the latter approach, the query can be expressed using 
SPARQL language [11], and then the partitioned results be qualified using different quality metrics [12]. The construction of a query 
graph and the computation of the semantic similarity of the query graph using approximate aggregate queries were proposed by 
[13]. By focusing the exploration on the initial interest of the user, these methods hardly consider the evolution of the user needs 
during the search session. Another method is based on the modeling of the interaction with the user during the exploration, using 
reinforcement learning [14]. Interest of the latter is personalizing the search and the ability to project future user intents. These 
methods enable ES to be conducted within the dataset as it is provided in its original form.

Our approach consists in classifying the data using an unsupervised method, i.e. Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) [15], prior 
conducting ES. The hypothesis is that the relative intrinsic data structure can provide alternative answers to the query when the user 
is faced with a lack of data. RCA is an extension of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). FCA aims at classifying a set of objects described 
by Boolean attributes as a concept lattice [16]. FCA and its various extensions enable the extraction of frequent patterns, attribute 
implications, mutual exclusions within attribute groups, and object similarities. RCA supports multiple binary relations between 
several sets of objects. As output, RCA builds conceptual structures (one per object set) interconnected by relational attributes, that 
embed the inter-object relations provided as input. The use of quantifiers other than existential, e.g. universal or with percentages 
[17], enlarges the groupings and thus facilitates ES using approximate data groupings. Another extension of FCA, i.e. Graph-FCA 
devoted to large knowledge graphs, has previously considered ES [18].

The objective of this paper1 is to present RCAviz, a web application designed to conduct an ES within a multi-relational dataset 
represented using RCA. Section 2 introduces FCA and RCA. It also describes the need for a user to navigate a set of lattices built 
using RCA. Section 3 reviews the literature on the FCA/RCA visualization tools, and their ability to conduct ES. RCAviz and its 
functionalities are presented in Section 4. An example of ES using RCAviz is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes on this work.

2. Background and motivation

In this section, Subsection 2.1 shortly introduces main notions of FCA and RCA, as well as the construction of a conceptual 
structure. Then, Subsection 2.2 outlines the navigation requirements of a user in a RCA conceptual structure.

2.1. RCA in a nutshell

FCA. FCA [16] is a versatile and powerful knowledge engineering method rooted in partial order and lattice theory [21–23]. It has 
been successfully applied in a variety of applications for many years, as outlined in several surveys [24,25]. FCA is more particularly 
dedicated to deal with complex structured data, including a significant amount of categorical (symbolic) data. Provided that some 
effort is made, its procedures and results can be interpreted and explained to data scientists and domain experts. The basic notion is 
the Formal Context (FCt), which is a triple (𝑂, 𝐴, 𝑅). 𝑂 is a finite set of objects. 𝐴 is a finite set of attributes. 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑂 ×𝐴 is a binary 
relation: (𝑜, 𝑎) ∈𝑅 means that object 𝑜 owns attribute 𝑎. Table 1 shows a FCt where ingredients (objects) are described by diets and 
season (attributes) to recommend their consumption. E.g. goatcheese can be included in vegetarian diet and is best in summer.

From the Formal Context, FCA algorithms extract Formal Concepts (FCo). A FCo is a pair (𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡), where 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 is a 
maximal set of owner objects and 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 is a maximal set of their shared attributes. In Table 1, the pair (𝐸11 = {shallot, mushroom, 
tomato, eggplant}, 𝐼11 = {vege, vegan}) is a concept (denoted Concept_Ingredient_11 or CIngredient_11 for short). Ingredients of 𝐸11
own attributes of 𝐼11 and reciprocally. Adding any attribute to 𝐼11 would reduce the set of owner objects. Adding any object to 𝐸11
would reduce the set of shared attributes.

The set of all formal concepts provided with bottom-up extent inclusion or top-down intent inclusion has a lattice structure 
and is called the Concept Lattice (CL). Diverse simplifications of the lattice can be realized to make it easier to read. In Fig. 1, 
the Concept Lattice2 is represented in a simplified manner, exposing only the transitive reduction of the inclusion order. Another 
applied simplification is shown in Fig. 2. It is based on the following property: when an attribute belongs to the intent of a concept 
𝐶 , it is (top-down) inherited by all the sub-concepts of 𝐶 . Thus it is sufficient to show an attribute in the highest concept having 
it in its intent. This highest concept is the 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 concept of the attribute. The same simplification can be symmetrically 
applied to the objects, that are bottom-up inherited. In Fig. 2, CIngredient_11 introduces attribute vegan and inherits attribute vege 
from CIngredient_10. CIngredient_11 does not introduce objects, they are all inherited from sub-concepts CIngredient_17 (shallot, 
mushroom) and CIngredient_15 (tomato, eggplant). This simplified view is adopted in the remainder of the paper, as it is commonly 
done for the sake of readability.

Specific sub-structures of the Concept Lattice, namely the AOC-poset and the Iceberg lattice are commonly used in applications. 
The AOC-poset [27] is obtained from the concept lattice by removing the concepts that neither introduce object, nor introduce 

1 This paper is an extended version of [19], that includes new features of RCAviz and a typical usage scenario on real data on plants from the Knomana project 
[20].

2 In this paper, figures have been computed thanks to FCA4J (https://www .lirmm .fr /fca4j/, accessed: 2023-11, see also [26]) and the obtained DOT files have 
2

been improved, e.g. completed or using standardized notations.

https://www.lirmm.fr/fca4j/
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Table 1

Formal Context: objects are ingredients, attributes are 
diets (vege, vegan), and seasons are the recommended 
periods to consume these ingredients. The Formal Con-

cept CIngredient_11=(𝐸11 = {tomato, shallot, mush-

room, eggplant}, 𝐼11 = {vege, vegan}) is colored as fol-

lows: intent in blue, extent in pink, and relations in pur-

ple. (For interpretation of the references to color please 
refer to the web version of this article.)

Ingredient v
eg

e

v
eg

an

sp
ri

n
g

su
m

m
er

au
tu

m
n

goatcheese × ×

burrata × ×

scallop ×

tomato × × ×

shallot × × ×

mushroom × × ×

eggplant × × ×
3

Fig. 1. Concept Lattice extracted from the Formal Context of Table 1 with complete extents and intents.
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Fig. 2. Concept Lattice extracted from the Formal Context of Table 1 presenting only introduced objects and attributes in concept extents and intents respectively 
(simplified notation).

Fig. 3. Sub-orders of the Concept Lattice in the complete notation. In the left-hand side, the AOC-poset contains the introducing concepts. In the right-hand side, the 
Iceberg lattice contains the frequent concepts with respect to a threshold (here 50%).

attribute (see left-hand side of Fig. 3 for the complete extents and intents, or left-hand side of Fig. 4 in the simplified notation). To 
obtain the AOC-poset from the Concept Lattice of Fig. 2, we have to remove concepts CIngredient_9 and CIngredient_12 which do 
not introduce neither objects, nor attributes.

In an Iceberg lattice we keep the frequent concepts [28]. Given a threshold 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 ∈ [0, 1],  is a frequent concept if its intent 
is frequent. FCA4J, the tool used to compute the Iceberg lattice of this paper, keeps the concepts  such that |𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡()| ≥ ⌊|𝑂| ∗
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝⌋. For example, given a fifty percent threshold, only the concepts with at least ⌊7 ∗ 0.5⌋ = 3 objects in their extent are kept. 
4

To obtain the Iceberg (50) from the Concept Lattice of Fig. 2, we could remove for example CIngredient_15 because its extent contains 
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Fig. 4. Sub-orders of the Concept Lattice in the simplified notation. In the left-hand side, the AOC-poset contains the introducing concepts. In the right-hand side, the 
Iceberg lattice contains the frequent concepts with respect to a threshold (here 50%) [28].

Fig. 5. Top: An entity-relationship (ER) model where pizzerias serve pizzas which contain ingredients. Bottom: Its translation into a Relational Context Family 
composed of three Formal Contexts (Pizzeria, Pizza, and Ingredient) and two Relational Contexts (serves and contains). Red color is used for ER entities and their 
corresponding Formal Contexts. Black color is used for ER relations and their corresponding Relational Contexts. (For interpretation of the colors in the figure(s), the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

only two objects out of seven (see right-hand side of Fig. 3 for the complete extents and intents, or right-hand side of Fig. 4 in the 
simplified notation). In addition, we removed the bottom concept from the figures, since it is added by FCA4J for technical reasons.

Multiple extensions are proposed to deal with complex data in the FCA framework. Without any claim of exhaustiveness, we can 
mention here multi-valued attributes [16], fuzzy FCA [29], categorical attributes with taxonomies [30], logical descriptions [31], 
polyadic FCA [32], or pattern structures [33]. RCA [15], Graph-FCA [34], Fuzzy RCA [35] and the approach in [36] have been 
proposed for dealing more specifically with multi-relational datasets. They produce different complementary results for knowledge 
engineers [37].

RCA. RCA extends the purpose of FCA for taking into account different object categories and links between these objects. The output 
is the set of concept lattices (one per object category) connected through particular attributes. RCA considers a relational model based 
on the entity-relationship model, restricted to unidirectional binary relationships. Fig. 5 shows an extension of the example. Its top 
part represents an entity-relationship model with three entities (Pizzeria, Pizza, and Ingredient). Pizzeria is connected to Pizza via 
serves, and Pizza is connected to Ingredient via contains. An RCA input follows this model, encoded into a Relational Context Family 
(RCF). Each entity is represented by a Formal Context (objects described by attributes; to distinguish then latter from complex 
attributes introduced by RCA, we will call them native attributes). Each relation is represented by a Relational Context (a binary 
relation between objects of two Formal Contexts). This is illustrated on the bottom of Fig. 5, which outlines the three Formal Contexts 
(Pizzeria, Pizza, and Ingredient) and the two Relational Contexts (serves and contains) of the RCF for the pizzeria example. Tables 2

and 3 show possible content for these Formal and Relational Contexts.

RCA iteratively builds concepts using native attributes and relations. In the initial step, concepts are built only using the Formal 
Contexts. For our example, Pizzerias and Pizzas concepts are formed using native attributes that are only identifiers. Ingredients 
concepts are presented in Fig. 2. In the next steps, the objects are grouped into concepts with respect to their shared native attributes, 
but also using similar relations they have with concepts built at a previous step. These similar relations are encoded into relational 
attributes that are assigned to objects through extended Formal Contexts. The relational attributes contain an operator inspired by 
description logics, a relation, and a target concept. For example, in the second step, new concepts can be formed on pizzas, using 
the contains relation and the ingredients concepts. If we consider CIngredient_11 which groups the vegan ingredients (its extent is 
shown in green in Fig. 6), we may be interested by the pizzas that contain only vegan ingredients. This is materialized through a 
5

relational attribute ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_11), in other words “contains only ingredients that are in CIngredient_11 (and at least 
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Table 2

Relational Context Family for the pizzeria example (part 1): Formal Contexts Pizzeria, Pizza, and Ingredient.

Pizzeria Id
H

ap
p
iz

zy

Id
E
at

al
y

Id
L
af

el
ic

it
a

Id
S
m

al
li
ta

ly

happizzy ×
eataly ×
lafelicita ×
smallitaly ×

Pizza Id
C

ab
ri

Id
F
o
re

st

Id
V

io
le

t

Id
S
tj

ac
q
u
es

cabri ×
forest ×
violet ×
stjacques ×

Ingredient v
eg

e

v
eg

an

sp
ri

n
g

su
m

m
er

au
tu

m
n

goatcheese × ×
burrata × ×
scallop ×
tomato × × ×
shallot × × ×
mushroom × × ×
eggplant × × ×

Table 3

Relational Context Family for the pizzeria example (part 2): Relational Contexts serves and contains.

serves ca
b
ri

fo
re

st

v
io

le
t

st
ja

cq
u
es

happizzy x x

eataly x x

lafelicita x

smallitaly x x

contains g
o
at

ch
ee

se

b
u
rr

at
a

sc
al

lo
p

to
m

at
o

sh
al

lo
t

m
u
sh

ro
o
m

eg
g
p
la

n
t

cabri x x

forest x x

violet x x

stjacques x x

Fig. 6. Objects of Formal Contexts Pizzeria, Pizza, and Ingredient and their links for relations serves and contains. In green, the extent of the concept CIngredient_11 
of vegan ingredients. In pink, the extent of the concept CPizza_31 of pizzas that contain only vegan ingredients (they share ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_11)). In blue, the 
extent of the concept CPizzeria_36 of pizzerias that have at least one pizza in the concept of pizzas that have only vegan ingredients.

one)”. All such relational attributes ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_i) for all ingredient concepts CIngredient_i are added in the Pizza Formal 
Context. The concept lattice built on this extended Pizza Formal Context contains an additional concept (CPizza_31) that factorizes 
the attribute ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_11) shared by pizzas violet and forest. Its extent is shown in Fig. 6.

At step 3, we may be interested in grouping pizzerias that serve at least one vegan pizza, if we are vegan or going to the pizzeria 
with a vegan friend. This is materialized through the relational attribute ∃ serves(CPizza_31). More generally, the Pizzeria Formal 
Context is extended with relational attributes of the form ∃ serves(CPizza_i), where CPizza_i is a concept of the Pizza Formal Context. 
The Pizzeria Formal Context built at step 3 contains the new concept CPizzeria_36, that factorizes ∃ serves(CPizza_31) which is 
common to happizzy, eataly, and lafelicita. Its extent is shown in Fig. 6. In other words, it groups pizzerias that serve at least one 
pizza which contains only vegan ingredients. Fig. 6 highlights the propagation of the concept creation from right to left along the 
three steps. Fig. 7 shows the Pizzeria, Pizza, and Ingredient concept lattices that contain these concepts. More details about RCA and 
the theoretical definition are given in [15].

2.2. Outlining navigation needs for RCA

In Section 2.1, we explained how concepts are iteratively built from initial groups of objects that share native attributes, taking 
advantage of shared relations for propagating this clustering to other objects. Reversely, exploring data organized with RCA benefits 
from the relational attributes to explore the datasets guided by shared relationships in addition to explore the shared seed attributes, 
or objects. To illustrate this concretely on a small example, let us use our previous example, and outline how RCA exploration can 
guide our search for a pizzeria to share a meal with a vegan friend, i.e. a pizzeria serving at least one vegan pizza. The exploration 
is based on Fig. 7. The built lattices correspond to the expression of a relational query on pizzerias that we can draft as ∃ serves(∃∀
contains(vegan)). The initial query consists to look for available vegan ingredients in the pizza datasets. These ingredients are 
grouped in CIngredient_11, which is the natural entry point. To know the pizzas that contain only vegan ingredients, we roll 
up the relational attribute ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_11). This leads us to Concept CPizza_31. Its simplified extent is empty, but we 
can know the grouped pizzas by observing the full extent. Similarly, we can roll up the relational attribute ∃ serves(CPizza_31) 
6

and reach CPizzeria_36. By observing the full extent of CPizzeria_36, we have our answer. Thanks to FCA, this is not just a flat 
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Fig. 7. Pizzeria (left hand side), pizza (right hand side) concept lattices built by RCA at step 3. CPizzeria_24 introduces the relational attribute ∃ serves(CPizza_30), 
which points to CPizza_30. CPizza_30 introduces the relational attribute ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_10), which points to CIngredient_10 of vege ingredients. CPizzeria_36 
of pizzerias introduces the relational attribute ∃ serves(CPizza_31), which points to CPizza_31. CPizza_31 introduces the relational attribute ∃∀ contains(CIngredi-

ent_11), which points to CIngredient_11 of vegan ingredients. The simplified notation on extents and intents is used in this figure for the sake of readability. The 
complete extent of CPizza_31 is {violet, forest}, as these objects are bottom-up inherited from direct subconcepts CPizza_22 and CPizza_21 respectively. The complete 
extent of CPizzeria_36 is {happizzy, eataly, lafelicita} as these objects are bottom-up inherited from indirect subconcepts CPizzeria_25, CPizzeria_27, and CPizzeria_28 
respectively.

list of pizzerias. These are grouped according to their specific features. E.g. happizzy and eataly more specifically provide forest 
pizza, reached through ∃ serves(CPizza_21), containing autumn ingredients grouped in CIngredient_17. Similarly, lafelicita and 
eataly more specifically provide violet pizza (reached through ∃ serves(CPizza_22)), containing summer ingredients grouped in 
CIngredient_15. By looking at, and then moving up and down in the neighborhood, we thus can choose eataly which provides 
more possibilities. During this exploration, we eventually come back to previously observed concepts. Another situation can occur, 
where going backward is required: it can arise that the three pizzerias are unfortunately closed or very far away. A solution is to
release the exploration to a previous step by coming back to CIngredient_11 and look at the full intent to see what happens when 
relaxing the vegan constraint. Among the inherited attributes of CIngredient_11, vege attribute may seem a good alternative for 
the friend if they accept a slightest change in their diet. This vege attribute is found by going up into CIngredient_10. Rolling up 
relational attributes ∃∀ contains(CIngredient_10) (in CPizza_30 extent) and ∃ serves(CPizza_30) leads to add pizzeria smallitaly to 
the set of solutions.

From this short story, we can summarize the main needs of a user as follows: (i) initiate exploration by selecting an attribute, 
(ii) visualizing the neighborhood (iia) and content (iib) of a concept to select the next step and stay in a set of feasible solutions, 
7

(iii) moving from one concept to a sub-concept (or a super-concept) in the same conceptual structure, (iv) jumping or roll-back to a 
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neighboring conceptual structure using a relational attribute, and (v) backtracking easily. In addition, RCA process can be tuned to 
build concept lattices, AOC-posets, or Iceberg lattices, and it is pertinent to navigate these conceptual structures in the same manner.

3. State of the art

In this section, we overview main case studies that have been conducted with RCA (Subsection 3.1) and the ones that motivate 
or can benefit from the development of an exploration tool. Then we review main existing visualizations for FCA and RCA, and their 
possible usage in the context of ES (Subsection 3.2).

3.1. An overview of applications of RCA

RCA has been initially designed in the context of software engineering and inspired by [38]. The purpose was to assist a form 
of normalization of UML class diagrams, in the spirit of database normalization. This normalization aims to provide a maximal 
factorization of attributes, methods, and association ends. As a consequence, the class diagram does not contain redundancies, 
abstractions are highlighted, and specialization/generalization links are systematically present [39]. This application of RCA is a 
typical example where RCAviz would have been useful, as an assistant that delivers step-by-step the possible abstractions among 
attributes, operations, associations, and classes to the software designer.

Then applications have been developed into different domains. RCA has been used for Information Retrieval (IR), mainly querying, 
in collections of legal documents connected through cross references [40]. IR is another field where FCA has already been considered 
with success [41], and which could benefit from an exploratory tool.

In the domain of semantic web and knowledge representation, RCA has been used for the design of ontologies [42,43] or extracting 
knowledge patterns [44]. For the part of the ontology design which is concerned by extracting new abstractions and presenting them 
to the ontology designer, RCAviz may be adapted. An approach for extracting coherent families of dependent link key candidates in 
RDF data has been proposed in [45]. It is an open question to know whether using RCAviz to give an expert the possibility to locally 
explore the link key candidates organized into concept lattices would be relevant.

Knowledge has been extracted from environmental datasets in [46–48]. In some of these applications, ES is relevant, for the 
experts to build new hypotheses and experiments.

In software engineering, multiple applications can be found, e.g. UML class model (mentioned previously) and use case model 
normalization [39,49,50]; Design defects refactoring [51]; Model transformation pattern extraction [52]; Web service or component 
classification [53]; Variability modeling [54,55]; Feature mining or location [56,57]. In most of these applications, the conceptual 
structure aims to assist the software engineer to extract interesting clusters (e.g. components), or abstractions (e.g. super-classes), to 
make organization choices (e.g. refinement links in Feature models), or to assess similarities (e.g. possible web service substitution). 
It is thus relevant to propose an assistant tool that allows them to locally explore the structures, and incrementally build the software 
artefacts.

Finally, in industrial information systems, it has been used to combine data coming from different tools and make these tools 
inter-operate. This has been concretely experimented in the domain of brain activity measurement [58]. RCA also has been used 
to extract implication rules in aluminum die casting process description and identify anomalies [59]. RCAviz is not adapted to rule 
visualization and other tools would be useful.

3.2. FCA and RCA visualization

Visualizing and exploring in FCA tools. A significant amount of proposals have been done to visualize and explore the conceptual 
structures.

Some proposals visualize the structure itself. Conexp [60] has been intensively used throughout the FCA literature. The partial 
order is displayed, with red coloring of edges when some edges are hidden or with ambiguous interpretation. Ancestors and descen-

dants of a concept can be highlighted. Nodes have specific colors to indicate if they introduce objects or attributes, and their shape 
as well as the labeling can be tuned. Other proposals that show the structure are Latviz [61], Carve (based on a decomposition tree) 
[62], DAnCe (with concept enumeration guided by the user) [62], and the approach by expandable and collapsible concept trees 
[63]. Additional views can be provided, like in RV-xplorer [64], where pie-charts show a local view on a concept, its content, and its 
neighboring, as well as statistics on the next levels to guide the user.

Other approaches do not disclose the overall structure and focus on displaying and interacting with specific objects or attributes 
representations. CREDO [65] and SearchSleuth [66] propose approaches for web navigation. The navigation is guided by links 
and terms that can be clicked for specializing or generalizing the query and navigate on the underlying lattice which is itself not 
displayed. SORTeD [62] is dedicated to the retrieval of documents described and queried by terms. The user interface helps in 
building and refining conjunctive Boolean queries, by term addition or removal. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is used to rank the 
results regarding to their similarity to the query terms. In addition, the query terms are ranked regarding their similarity to the result 
set. SPARKLIS [67] is dedicated to RDF data and uses lists of urls, types, and complex operators for expressing queries. SPARKLIS 
also provides an interactive history and a visualization of the query in SPARQL. ConceptCloud [68] displays a focus concept with a 
tag cloud. This tag cloud shows objects and attributes, with size and colors that highlight their importance and their category. Tag 
selection allows the user to change the focus concept. Other similar approaches use object representations other than terms, such as 
8

photos [69] or movie posters [70]. For the design of RCAviz, we choose to show the partial order structure. From existing FCA tools, 
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Table 4

Comparison of RCA tools on their visualization features. Brown color highlights strategies that make 
these tools very different from RCAviz. Teal color highlights aspects similar to those of RCAviz.

Output files Visualization Interaction by

.dot, .pdf Navigation in and

or screen copy between structures

Galicia x x

eRCA/Galatea x Global/external use of Graphviz

FCA4J x Global/external use of Graphviz

COGUI/RCA x Global/internal use of Graphviz

RCAexplore x Local/in textual concept-browser In concept-browser and

along relational attr.

in global visualization

we keep the idea to enable selecting a focus concept with a query formed on top of initial objects or attributes, to allow step-by-step 
navigation towards sub-concepts and super-concepts, and to ease backtracking to a previous step, with an history. These features 
have to be extended to the specifics of RCA.

Visualizing in RCA tools. Four available tools implement RCA: Galicia,3 eRCA4 improved in Galatea,5 RCAexplore, and a Cogui6

plugin converted as a Java library named FCA4J. RCAexplore and FCA4J have the largest functional features regarding the number 
of input/output and accepted quantifiers. In addition, RCAexplore provides the possibility to tune the RCA process by interactively 
changing at each step: the included contexts, the algorithm and the operators. Regarding the visualization, Galicia provides an 
advanced tridimensional lattice representation, with a graph layout built thanks to a force algorithm, but no specific operators to 
navigate within a structure or from one structure to another. RCAexplore provides a visualization tool relevant for navigating small-

size structures. This tool shows the whole structure but does not enable zooming. Concepts and relational attributes are clickable 
to go from one structure to a neighboring structure, but selecting a focus concept and going step-by-step using local views is not 
proposed. RCAexplore also provides a browser enabling the navigation between concepts textually described. Finally eRCA/Galatea, 
RCAexplore, and FCA4J produce outputs in the DOT file format, which can be visualized or transformed using Graphviz.7

Table 4 synthesizes the main features of the RCA tools with regard to outputs, visualization and interaction. These tools do not 
propose neither interactive and graphical local views on the different conceptual structures, nor advanced solutions for navigating 
inside a structure or from one structure to another. In the design of RCAviz, we will propose several visualization panels with local 
views, and allow the user to know which neighboring structure has been previously accessed or can be accessed through relational 
attributes. The step-by-step navigation from one structure to another will be done by clicking on the relational attributes. An history 
will allow easy backtracking or replaying a navigation.

4. Description of RCAviz’s features

As shown in Section 2, RCA classifies data in a structure which can be modeled as a set of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) 
connected via the relational attributes that are a kind of abstraction of the links between individual objects. Each DAG corresponds 
to a Formal Context: In the pizza example, we have a DAG for pizzerias, a DAG for pizzas, and a DAG for ingredients (see Fig. 7). As 
explained in Sections 2.2 and 3, we want to explore these DAGs, using the DAG structure and content, and the inter-DAG connections.

Most papers in the literature on the visualization of DAG (see [71] for an introduction) propose algorithms for positioning vertices 
and drawing edges, and aim to limit the number of edge crossings. This is relevant for small datasets like the pizza dataset. But in 
practice, DAGs may have hundreds of vertices, thus visualizing the whole structure creates visual cluttering issues. Moreover, in our 
context, relational attributes form a complementary DAG that we want to leverage to switch from one DAG to another interactively. 
This is why we opted for a local visualization system with a step-by-step navigation.

4.1. Requirement analysis

In common practice, visualization design iterates on (1) defining needs and suitable data structures, (2) proposing visual encodings 
and interactive features meeting these needs, (3) providing the results to the users so that they can give feedback and refine their 
needs (see for instance [72,73]). We made the first design of RCAviz by organizing regular meetings with the three visualization 
experts in charge of providing the visual platform, an RCA expert, and a dataset expert [19]. For the improved design, we took 
advantage of the lessons learned through the usage of RCAviz by students in introductory RCA courses and the expertise we gained 

3 http://www .iro .umontreal .ca /~valtchev /galicia/ (accessed: 2023-11).
4 https://code .google .com /archive /p /erca/ (accessed: 2023-11).
5 https://github .com /jrfaller /galatea (accessed: 2023-11).
6 http://www .lirmm .fr /cogui/ (accessed: 2023-11).
9

7 https://graphviz .org/ (accessed: 2023-11).

http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/~valtchev/galicia/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/erca/
https://github.com/jrfaller/galatea
http://www.lirmm.fr/cogui/
https://graphviz.org/
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Fig. 8. The Concept Selector. The user can select Objects and Attributes of interest. Then, the list of the available Concepts is updated on the right, and the user can select 
one of them to launch the Explorer and the History. Concept 11 is in bold face as it introduces the selected attribute 𝑣𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑛.

from solving questions on specific datasets using RCA. Here is the final list of the needs identified during these meetings and concrete 
usages:

[R1] Selection of a concept. We need a starting point in a navigation. In RCAviz, this is an initial concept, reached after the 
selection of attributes or objects of interest for the user.

[R2] Visualization of a concept: its neighbors [R2a] and its content [R2b]. The user must be able to see the content of a 
concept, as well as its neighbors, i.e. the lower and higher level concepts in the DAG and the neighboring concepts in the other DAGs. 
In the initial version, only the objects and attributes introduced by a concept were required. In the improved version, we added the 
need for visualizing the inherited objects and attributes. It is required to visualize native attributes as well as relational attributes. 
This is useful to update the initial query with elements that will not bring the user in queries without answers (empty solution set).

[R3] Step-by-step navigation. The user must be able to move to neighboring concepts of the displayed concept (whether they 
belong to the same DAG or not).

[R4] History. The user must be able to keep a history of its navigation, i.e. the list of the previously explored concepts. Then, 
they must also be able to navigate through this history and to save it to be in capacity to resume its exploration later.

RCAviz is designed to meet these requirements, with a visualization comprising: An initial view to select the starting concept, 
called the Concept Selector; Two coordinated views to allow the step-by-step navigation (the Explorer) and to visualize and interact 
with the navigation history (the History).

4.2. Concept selector

When RCAviz is launched, the first displayed view is the Concept Selector. It is designed to meet the [R1] requirement. The user 
must first upload a JSON data file, which can be built using FCA4J. This data file contains the DAGs description: for each conceptual 
structure, the concepts, the introduced attributes, the introduced objects, the links of the Hasse diagram (parents and children of 
each concept), and optionally the full extent and intent. After uploading the data file, the users either use the proposed context 
(the first in the JSON file), or they can select another one. Each context corresponds to one DAG of the dataset. The list of objects, 
attributes, and concepts from the selected context is then displayed, as shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, the objects and the attributes 
of the “ingredient” context are shown. The user can select one or more objects and one or more attributes. After a selection, the 
other lists are filtered and updated according to the logical operators used. The list of corresponding concepts on the right shows the 
concepts that are relevant entry points for the navigation, with regards to the current selection of objects and attributes. E.g. this list 
can display the concepts containing (object 𝑜1 and object 𝑜2) and (attribute 𝑎1 or attribute 𝑎2). When the object list or the attribute list 
are long, a search field allows the users to easily find specific elements. They can also select or deselect all the elements of each list. 
The list of selected items is displayed when hovering over Selected. When a unique object (resp. a unique attribute) is selected, the id 
of the concept, which introduces it, appears in bold face in the right panel. Once the users have decided which concept is relevant 
for them, they can select it from the concept list on the right and use the bottom right Confirm button to launch the Explorer and the 
10

History.
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Fig. 9. The RCAviz exploration interface. The History (1) is shown in the top panel. It contains a list of the previously explored concepts, that can be clicked to 
navigate to them. The Explorer is shown in the bottom: On its center panel (2), the view shows a concept content and its neighborhood. The user can navigate through 
the concepts by clicking on them. The left panel shows the previously displayed DAG. When the user hovers over a link pointing to a concept from another DAG, this 
latter concept is displayed on the right panel (3).

4.3. Explorer

Fig. 9 shows the History (top panel) and the Explorer (bottom panels) on our pizza example, after seven steps of navigation 
beginning with Concept 11 (vegan ingredients). The Explorer is divided into three sub-panels:

1. The middle panel (current) displays the currently selected concept at its center, with the concept’s neighborhood (children and 
parents in the DAG).8

2. The left panel (previous) shows the previously explored context.

3. The right panel (next) is used when the user hovers over a link in the middle panel. In this case, this panel displays a preview 
of the link target’s context.

By displaying neighborhoods of the currently selected concept, the middle panel answers [R2a]. To answer [R2b], each concept 
is represented as a colored rectangle composed of three stacked boxes. The concept id appears in the top left corner of the top of the 
box. The introduced objects are presented in the top box, entitled Objects. If there is no introduced object, the box only displays No 
introduced object. By hovering over this first box, if the JSON file contains the information on the full extent (inherited and introduced 
objects), this extent is shown on the right of the concept in a box entitled Extent.

The introduced native (i.e. non relational) attributes appear in the middle of the box. Similarly, if there is no introduced native 
attribute, the box only displays No introduced attribute. The introduced relational attributes appear in the bottom of the box. By 
hovering over these two attribute boxes, if the JSON file contains the information on the full intent and the checkbox show complete 
intent is ticked, this intent is shown in a single box on the left of the concept box. Otherwise the native attribute intent or the 
relational attribute intent are shown in separate boxes, when hovering over the relevant section of the concept.

The intent and extent boxes can be pinned/unpinned by clicking on the area of the concept box that displays them when hovered, 
which allows the user to interact with their content (e.g. to preview or navigate to a relation target). By default, pinned elements are 
unpinned when navigating to another concept, but the checkbox keep pinned elements can be selected to keep them visible.

8 Note that sub-concepts are parent nodes and super-concepts are children nodes in terms of the displayed partial order where a lower node “specializes” (is lower 
11

than) an upper node.
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Fig. 10. Possible views of Concept 11 (from top to bottom: i) view with introduced objects and attributes; ii) View with full intent in a unique box; iii) view with full 
extent; iv) view with full native intent; v) view with full relational intent; vi) example of view with intent and extent.

Variations on how a concept intent and extent can be displayed are shown in Fig. 10 for Concept 11.

Relational attributes are grouped by relation. For instance, in Fig. 9, in the intent of Concept 31 (box on the left of the concept) ∃∀
contains = 9, 10, 11 represents relational attributes ∃∀ contains(CIngredients_9), ∃∀ contains(CIngredients_10) and ∃∀ contains(CIn-

gredients_11). When there are many introduced relational attributes with the same relation, only their number is shown in order to 
save space.

The user can navigate step-by-step by clicking on the concepts [R3]. For example, if they click on the concept 21 (sub-concept 
of 31), it is positioned in the middle of the view and its parents and children are displayed below and above. ⊤ for the top (resp. ⊥
for the bottom), located at the top right of a concept, means that it has no children (resp. no parents).

When the user hovers over a concept id of a relational attribute, whether it is displayed on the concept box or on the intent box, 
the concept in the corresponding DAG is displayed in the right panel. In Fig. 9, the mouse is positioned on the red link to concept 36, 
thus the corresponding concept is displayed with its neighborhood in the right panel. Should the user click on the link, the center 
green DAG would be positioned in the left panel [R3] and the red DAG on the right would be positioned in the central panel. We 
thus keep track of the previous exploration step [R4]. To facilitate the navigation, an opposite link is provided for each relational 
12

attribute. For example, if a concept 𝑖 contains a relational attribute serves to a concept 𝑗, then the concept 𝑗 contains a relational 
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attribute serves-opposite to the concept 𝑖. Note that these opposite links do not correspond to a serves-opposite formal context which 
would be the reverse of serves. They are used to roll up the relational attributes, as we have shown on our example.

A specific color is associated with each DAG. We use a categorical color scale adapted to the representation of nominal vari-

ables [74]. In our example, the ingredient DAG is shown in blue, the pizza DAG in green, and the pizzeria DAG in red. The concepts 
that have already been explored appear with lower brightness than the other concepts [R4]. In Fig. 9, we can see that the green 
concept 21 has already been explored, but not the 22 or the 30.

Finally, it is common to have a high number of parents or children inducing visualization and navigation issues to see all of them. 
Therefore, if the number exceeds 5, we display a single “super-concept” indicating the number of these nodes parents or children 
and proposing to click for more details. When the user clicks on it, a pop-up displays a view similar to the Concept Selector. The user 
can then select attributes, objects, and one or more concepts which, after validation, are displayed in the central panel.

In this release, we have chosen a top to bottom representation of the specialization relation as this is the common representation 
of partial orders by Hasse diagrams. Alternatively, we may explore a left to right representation, where a concept will be on the left 
of its sub-concepts, to show more sibling concepts as they will be vertically organized.

4.4. History

The left panel of the Explorer shows the previous explored context. However, these functionalities do not fully meet the require-

ment [R4]. We therefore added the History, which is a view entirely dedicated to [R4]. It comprises two parts (see Fig. 9): a colored 
line at the top and a list of concepts below.

The colored line is made up of segments, each segment representing an explored concept. The concept color refers to its context 
and DAG. The length of the line adapts to the width of the visualization so that all the explored concepts stay visible. Therefore, 
the more concepts the user has explored, the smaller the segments representing those concepts are. The user can see if the current 
concept of the Explorer has already been explored with a small triangle placed above each segment representing this concept. For 
example, in Fig. 9, we see two triangles, one on the last segment representing the concept displayed in the Explorer and one on a 
previous segment: this means that the current concept 31 has already been explored once during the navigation.

The list of the id of the explored concepts is displayed under the colored line. As this list can be long, a horizontal slider is 
activated when the available space is not enough to display all of them in the view. The concepts are represented by colored 
rectangles according to the DAG they belong to. An arrow connects two concepts if the user has moved from one to the other by 
navigating step-by-step. In this History, if the user clicks on a previously explored concept, it is displayed in the Explorer. A vertical 
bar is then used in the History to show that the sequence was not produced by a step-by-step navigation. In Fig. 9, such a bar appears 
between concepts 21 and 11, meaning that when concept 21 was in the central panel, the user clicked on the history on the first 
blue box (concept 11). When the user hovers over a concept, a small red cross appears at the corner. It can be used to remove this 
concept from the History.

Finally, the user can save the state of their navigation as well as the history by clicking on the save button in the top bar. They 
can then upload the produced file to resume their exploration.

4.5. Implementation

RCAviz is a web platform developed in HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The panels and the visualizations are made using the 
D3.js9 [75] library. Saving the history file is made possible with the FileSaver10 library. The tool11 and the source code12 are li-
censed under MIT and available online. An extensive documentation containing sample datasets is available to allow anyone to use 
the tool with the samples or with their own datasets.

5. A typical usage scenario

In this section, we present a typical usage scenario that illustrates the benefit of RCAviz on a real-world dataset from the domain 
of agro-ecology. The addressed question and the dataset are presented in Subsection 5.1, and the scenario in Subsection 5.2.

5.1. Addressed question and dataset

Data used for this scenario is available on a repository13 and on the website of RCAviz. This scenario has been elaborated for the 
Knomana project [20], which aims to identify candidate plants that can be used as alternative solutions to synthetic pesticides for 
crop and animal protection.

The Knomana dataset gathers descriptions of plants used as biopesticides found in the scientific literature. Each description is 
characterized using attributes, among which the pesticidal plant, its species, genus and family, the protected organism, the controlled 

9 https://d3js .org/ (accessed: 2023-11).
10 https://github .com /eligrey /FileSaver .js/ (accessed: 2023-11).
11 https://rcaviz .lirmm .fr/ (accessed: 2023-11).
12 https://gite .lirmm .fr /emuller /rcaviz (accessed: 2023-11).
13

13 https://seafile .lirmm .fr /d /4918efce633448b6b030/ (accessed: 2023-11).

https://d3js.org/
https://github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js/
https://rcaviz.lirmm.fr/
https://gite.lirmm.fr/emuller/rcaviz
https://seafile.lirmm.fr/d/4918efce633448b6b030/
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Fig. 11. Step 1. Selection of Fusarium oxysporum in the Pest context, thanks to the Selector wizzard.

aggressor (pest or disease), the method to prepare and apply the biopesticide, and the corresponding reference in the literature. 
Depending on the expert questions, different parts of the dataset are extracted for exploration purpose, in order to focus on the 
relevant information.

We revisit an expert question raised and studied in a previous work with an ad hoc algorithm [76]. The expert question was 
phrased as follows: “I need to control Fusarium oxysporum in Burkina Faso. May I find a protection system with these requirements 
or with close requirements?”. The Knomana dataset excerpt is structured around a model with four Formal Contexts representing 
respectively the protection systems (named ProtectionSystem), the biopesticide plants (named Plant), the protected organisms (named 
Protected), and the controlled pests (named Pest). ProtectionSystem is connected to the three other contexts via Relational Contexts 
called respectively uses (towards Plant), protects (towards Protected), and controls (towards Pest). It comprises 35 protection systems; 
14 plants described by species (e.g. Lantana camara) and genus (e.g. Lantana); two protected organisms (Arachis hypogaea and 
Sorghum bicolor) described by species (e.g. Sorghum bicolor), genus (e.g. Sorghum), and family (e.g. Poaceae). The protection 
systems are described by 26 Boolean attributes concerning respectively the part of the plant where the biopesticide is applied (leaf, 
stem, whole plant), the kind of extract (dry, water, essential oil), the form of the protected organism (e.g. seed), the mode of action 
(e.g. repulsion, toxic), and the country where the observation has been made. Some information are not filled in the dataset. In such 
case, we used attributes composed with the string “empty<T>”, where T can be, for example “Part” or “Form”. FCA4J has been 
used to apply RCA and produce the JSON file input of RCAviz. We built the whole concept lattices and used the operator ∃ on the 
three relational contexts. The result of RCA is a concept lattice for each formal context. These concept lattices respectively contain 
73 ProtectionSystem concepts, with 32 relational attributes towards the three other concept lattices; 20 Plant concepts; 5 Protected 
concepts; 7 Pest concepts.

5.2. Usage scenario

To address the expert question about finding a solution for controlling Fusarium oxysporum in Burkina Faso, we first select object 
Fusarium oxysporum in the Pest context (see Fig. 11). The Selector view highlights, in bold face, the fact that the Pest concept 46 
introduces Fusarium oxysporum. In Fig. 11, we select this concept 46 (the concept is marked).

After clicking the confirm button, we reach the Explorer view with Concept 46 as the focus concept (see Fig. 12). This concept 
contains the relational attribute ∃ controls-opposite = 53, which leads to protection systems that control this pest.

By following the relational attribute ∃ controls-opposite = 53, we reach the protection system concept 53 (see Fig. 13). By opening 
the full intent, we observe that the protection systems grouped in this concept are all in Benin. The places where the observations 
are made are important for two reasons: climatic or other conditions may change the effects of a treatment; the biopesticide should 
14

be easily found in the place where it is used for several considerations, including economic.
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Fig. 12. Step 2. Focus pest concept 46 and its relational attribute ∃ controls-opposite = 53.

Fig. 13. Step 3. Protection system concept 53 and its full intent opened on its left.

Now we would like to know which plants are used. We explore below the sub-concepts introducing relational attributes with 
operator and relation ∃ uses. E.g. we can go through the protection system concept 74 (see Fig. 14), and its sub-concept 98 (see 
Fig. 15). Concept 98 contains ∃ uses = 27. The plant concept 27 introduces Corymbia citriodora as can be seen by hovering the 
relational attribute. Unfortunately, all these protection systems are necessarily in Benin, as recalled in the full intent opened on the 
left of the concept box. The control of some Fusarium species by Corymbia citriodora has only been observed in Benin. This is a first 
interesting track for experts, who could assess the potential and availability of this plant in Burkina Faso.

Experts may also consider looking at plants available in Burkina Faso, for controlling Fusarium species. To that end, we return to 
15

protection system concept 74 using the history (see Fig. 16) and move to protection system sub-concept 72 (see Fig. 17).
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Fig. 14. Step 4. Protection system Concept 74 explored for finding a relational attribute of the form ∃ uses.

Fig. 15. Step 5. Protection system Concept 98 explored for finding a relational attribute of the form ∃ uses. The full intent contains Benin and ∃ uses = 27, which 
points to the plant concept which introduces Corymbia citriodora. This concept 98 groups protection systems that (among others) control Fusarium oxysporum in 
Benin.

Still in the search for ∃ uses relational attributes, we move from concept 72 to its sub-concept 105 (see Fig. 18). This concept 
introduces the protection system 22 and inherits ∃ uses = 29 from protection system Concept 106. By hovering on the relational 
attribute, we see on the right panel that concept 29 corresponds to Lantana camara.

We can move to plant concept 29 (see Fig. 19), and roll up to the protection system concept 106 by clicking on the relational 
16

attribute ∃ uses-opposite = 106 (see Fig. 20).
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Fig. 16. Step 6. Going back to concept 74 by clicking on it in the history. This is highlighted by the bar between concepts 98 and 74 in the history and the two orange 
triangles.

Fig. 17. Step 7. Focus on Concept 72, a step in the exploration.

We can move to Concept 104 which is a cousin of Concept 105 (this latter concept introduces the protection system 22). Concept 
104 introduces the protection system 26 (see Fig. 21). It also inherits ∃ controls = 50, meaning that the protection system 26 controls 
the pest Fusarium Solani. This pest is indeed introduced in pest concept 50 as observed by hovering the relational attribute. The 
control is made with Lantana camara, as it is indicated by the relational attribute ∃ uses = 29. The expert can hover the relational 
attribute, if they forgot what was introduced in Concept 29. Among the inherited attributes of protection system 26, we find Burkina 
Faso, meaning that Lantana camara is used in Burkina Faso to control Fusarium solani. Thus it is very likely that Lantana Camara 
17

can be also used in Burkina Faso, and this time, to control Fusarium Oxysporum.
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Fig. 18. Step 8. Focus concept 105 which introduces the protection system 22, and inherits ∃ uses = 29. On the right panel, we can see that Concept 29 introduces 
Lantana camara.

Fig. 19. Step 9. Focus Concept 29, which introduces Lantana camara. It contains the relational attribute ∃ uses-opposite = 106.

To summarize, the exploration scenario revealed: a plant (Corymbia citriodora) with a verified usage to control Fusarium oxyspo-

rum, but not in the right country (Benin); another plant (Lantana camara), with a verified usage to control another Fusarium species 
(Fusarium solani), in the target country (Burkina Faso). These are two tracks for the experts. They can assess (with new experiments) 
the availability and the efficiency of Corymbia citriodora in Burkina Faso to control Fusarium oxysporum. They also can assess the 
18

efficiency of Lantana camara to control Fusarium oxysporum.
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Fig. 20. Step 10. Focus concept 106 which groups protection systems that use Lantana camara.

Fig. 21. Step11. Focus concept 104, which introduces the protection system 26. This system controls Fusarium solani in Burkina Faso, with Lantana camara.

6. Conclusion

We presented RCAviz, a web platform dedicated to ES, and more specifically visualize and explore relational conceptual structures 
computed using RCA. This web platform complements the existing tools, such as Galicia and RCAexplore, which focus on providing 
RCA algorithms and providing a global visualization. RCAviz is the first RCA tool that considers user interaction with conceptual 
structures. It proposes advanced solutions for navigating inside a structure or from one structure to another, including an history 
for an easy back tracking and navigation replaying. RCAviz provides: initial concept selection with queries involving attributes, 
19

objects, with formulas including And and Or constructs; local visualization with concept content (introduced objects and attributes, 
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and optionally inherited ones); local visualization of neighbor concepts; step-by-step navigation among concepts by clicking on the 
relational attributes; various features to locate the explored part and not be lost, and to navigate forward and backward.

As future work, we plan to integrate additional features. It may seem critical to select a concept in the selector view according 
to its index number and the selected associated objects and attributes. Thus, we plan to show additional information on the listed 
concepts, such as their introduced objects and introduced attributes, or their whole extent and intent. Similarly, as selecting a concept 
in history, only according to its id may be tricky, additional information (e.g. intent/extent) will be presented in a future release.

Other tracks will be considered: specifying the path length to be shown, displaying the complete conceptual structures when 
they are small, making local computation with specific algorithms [77], visualizing the entity-relationship model, displaying a larger 
concept neighborhood, or expressing complex queries to initiate the exploration [78]. As implications are relevant companions for 
the conceptual structure, future development will also consider their visualization.
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